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Context / Rationale:

- Membership structure of the SRL Research, Development & Extension (RD&E) Committee is representative of industry (whole-of-supply-chain) and management stakeholders.
- Importantly, the seed funding provided into the FRDC leveraged pool is provided by grass-roots industry, therefore each SRL member organisation should be represented.
- There is a need for SRL to ensure all key stakeholders are represented given this forum is where all relevant research proposals for Southern Rock Lobster are considered.
- In addition to Industry, representation will include management / policy and fishery research providers from each jurisdiction.

Structure:

- SRL Independent Chair
- SRL Executive Officer
- SRL Independent Scientific Director*
- One South Australian Rock Lobster Advisory Council Inc representative (SARLAC)
- One Tasmanian Rock Lobster Fishermen’s Association Inc representative (TRLFA)
- One Victorian Rock Lobster Association Inc representative (VRLA)
- One Australian Southern Rock Lobster Exporters Association Inc representative (ARLEA)
- One Victorian Government Policy / Management representative (VFA)
- One Victorian Government Fishery Science representative (Fisheries Victoria)
- One South Australian Government Policy / Management representative (PIRSA)
- One South Australian Government Fishery Science representative (SARDI)
- One Tasmanian Government Policy / Management representative (DPIPWE)
- One Tasmanian Fishery Science representative (IMAS)

*This person may be one of the science representatives nominated by the States